The dedication of the 40-foot Alexander Calder stabile "The Big Bull" was held Saturday afternoon in Memorial Court during ceremonies attended by several hundred people.

Dr. James R. Killian, Jr., chairman of the Corporation, presided at the dedication. The formal presentation of the stabile was made by Dr. Paul A. Samuelson, Institute Professor, and Dr. Robert H. Shook, Professor of Geology, who welcomed the stabile "symbolically sealed with a shower of dirt with which Mr. McDermott covered the capsule."

Special guests at the ceremonies included Mr. and Mrs. Eugene McDermott, donors of the new court; Mr. Calder; Mr. and Mrs. Goddard H. Green, donors of the Green Building which stands in McDermott Court, and L. M. Put, architect both for the Green Building and for McDermott Court.

A time capsule was buried beneath the stabile Thursday in ceremonies attended by nearly one hundred people. The capsule was lowered by an electric hoist operated by Mrs. McDermott, then symbolically sealed with a shower of dirt with which Mr. McDermott covered the capsule.

Student fire watchers flock to Kendall Square blaze

A fire which ravaged the Warren Bros. Warehouse Building 26 on the Back Bay side of the river Saturday afternoon was being sponsored by the MIT Math Club. Students from both sides of the river, as the red light of the flames lit up the entire sky as the fire was visible for several miles.

While the earliest arrivals to the configuration came from nearby East Campus and Science House, students from Barton and Baker Houses were soon following the fire, which appeared to be near Building 10 or 26.

As the entire group watched the flames, several dozen items, which range from a microscopic clockwork to books recently printed, have been sealed in an atmosphere of argon gas. The glass is encased in an enclosure of the composition tube contained in still another capsule for Chrysler.

The capsule and its materials, prepared by Dr. Harold E. Edgerton, Institute Professor, and Dr. Robert H. Shook, Professor of Geology, were lowered beneath the stabile itself with a note addressed to "A Future Generation" which says:

"(Please turn to Page 5)"

Calder stabile dedicated

A display of the Chrysler Corporation Turbine Car will continue today and tomorrow in the Student Center. The exhibit, which began yesterday, is being sponsored by the student chapter of American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Highlights of the turbine exhibit is the car itself. Also featured is a complete display and experiment of the turbine engine and comparisons between the Chrysler versions of the engine are shown.

At a meeting Thursday evening, the current underuse of the available funds led LSC Chairman Russel Perkins '67 to suggest that the financial statements of the Financial Board be obtained by knowledge of all activities' financial operations.

Activities secretary

Both the location and the duties of the Activities Secretary became the center of discussion. Hesitating to hand over a group of services to the Activities Secretary were both effected through the executive viewpoint the Finance Board was able to obtain by knowledge of all activities' financial operations.
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